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BARBARA SHEREE'S music makes you FEEL GOOD. Takes it back to the time when music was music.

6 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: Philadelphia's

latest fresh breath of musical-creativity Barbara Sheree showcases her own infusion of Soul, R&B,

Hip-Hop and Jazz. Barbara Sheree, has been singing and writing for the past 15 years. As a young child

of 8 she began singing in her first choir in school. By the time she was 13, she was singing on several

school and local community choirs as a soloist. At the age of 13, she also embarked on her first writing

challenges and began to write poetry. Her poetry soon began songs that would relate to all. While living in

Philadelphia she continued to write daily about situations in her life. In Philadelphia where performers

struggle to be heard and appreciated Barbara Sheree's smooth, clear, powerful soul is shinning through.

Sheree is building her audience one show at a time; soulfully inspiring audiences at neo-soul venues like

The Black Lily and Soul Sanctuary. Within the last few years, she began writing with established writers

such as Donald Robinson and Damon Bennett. The warmth and energy of her performance and the

sharpness of her lyrics have captured legions of listeners in cyber space. She has seen her song "Next

Guy" rank in the top 40 on the popular music site, MP3.com. Barbara performed April 23rd for the

Pantene Total You Tour at the Philadelphia Convention Center. April 28th she was interviewed on Radio

Talk Show, WURD-AM 900. On May 5th, Barbara killed it with her band at North By Northwest May 5.

Barbara Sheree recently opened for Musiq and Kemistry, November 12th at Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic

City. She BLEW DOWN THE WALLS! In short, Barbara Sheree is a young gifted talent bound to inspire

many with her writing and tantalize the world with a voice so captivating that it commands attention.
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